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w xLet C denote the Banach space of continuous real valued functions on 0, 1 with
the uniform norm; ­ and ­ f denote the approximate subdifferential and Clarkea c
subdifferential. It is proved that there exists a residual set A ; C such that for
 .  . w xevery f g A we have ­ f x s R s ­ f x for each x g 0, 1 . Moreover, everya c
 .function f g A is nowhere subdifferentially regular in 0, 1 . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonsmooth analysis deals with nondifferentiabilities, but little or noth-
ing has been written on the subdifferentiabilities of the classical nowhere
differentiable examples. In this note we analyze the subdifferentiability
behavior of a typical continuous nowhere differentiable function. By
``typical'' we mean that all continuous functions, except for those in some
first category subset of the complete metric space C, exhibit the behavior
we describe. Our result shows that a typical f g C is an antiderivative of a
constant Clarke or approximate subdifferentiable map, i.e., the set-valued
 . w xmap defined by T x :' R for every x g 0, 1 . Moreover for every such an
f , its Dini subdifferential is non-empty only on a set which is Lebesgue null
and first category, and its minimal Jeyakumar's convexificator may be
chosen as the empty set almost everywhere. We begin with some defini-
tions and notations. Let m denote the Lebesgue measure.
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DEFINITION 1. A function f g C is said to be nondecreasing at x g
w x  .  .  . w x0, 1 if there exists a d ) 0 such that f t F f x on x y d , x l 0, 1 and
 .  .  . w xf t G f x on x, x q d l 0, 1 . The function f is nonincreasing at x if
yf is nondecreasing at x, and f is monotonic at x if it is either
nondecreasing or nonincreasing at x. We shall say that f is of monotonic
 .  .type at x if there exists n g R such that f x [ f x y n ? x is monotonicn
w xat x. If f is not monotonic type at any point of 0, 1 , we say f is of
w xnonmonotonic type 1 .
In classical analysis there are four Dini deri¨ ati¨ es, for which the
following are standard notations and definitions,
f x q h y f x .  .qf x [ lim sup , .
q hhª0
f x q h y f x .  .
f x [ lim inf , .q q hhª0
f x q h y f x .  .yf x [ lim sup , .
y hhª0
f x q h y f x .  .
f x [ lim inf . .y y hhª0
The upper bilaterial deri¨ ati¨ e and lower bilateral deri¨ ati¨ e of f at x are
given respectively by
f x q h y f x .  .
Xf x [ lim sup , .
hhª0
f x q h y f x .  .
Xf x [ lim inf . .
hhª0
X  . X  .We shall write f x and f x for the right and left derivatives of f at xq y
X  . q .  .when they exist. Thus, f x is the common value of f x and f xq q
when they are equal.
 . q .DEFINITION 2. A function f is called nonangular at x if f x F f xy
 . y . w xand f x F f x 1 .q
DEFINITION 3. A function f g C is said to be nowhere monotone if f is
w xnot monotone in any subinterval of 0, 1 . A nowhere monotone function f
w xis of the first species in 0, 1 if there exists a real number r such that the
 . w xfunction f x q r ? x becomes monotone in 0, 1 , and is of the second
w x  .species in 0, 1 provided that for every r g R the function f x q r ? x is
w xalso nowhere monotone 6 .
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X XIf f is of nonmonotonic type then f ' y`, f ' q` and must there-
w xfore be nowhere differentiable 1, p. 213 . Since every nondifferentiable
function f is a nowhere monotone function and since for every r g R the
 . w xfunction f x q r ? x is also nowhere monotone in 0, 1 , we see that every
nondifferentiable function f is a nowhere monotone function of the
second species.
Assume f : R ¬ R is a continuous extended real-valued function. The
lower and upper Dini directional deri¨ ati¨ es of f at x in the direction ¨ are
defined, respectively, by
f x q t¨ y f x .  .yf x , ¨ [ lim inf , .
ttx0
f x q t¨ y f x .  .qf x , ¨ [ lim sup . .
ttx0
DEFINITION 4. The function f is said to have an upper con¨exificator,
q  . q  . y .­ f x , at x if ­ f x is closed and for each ¨ g R we have f x, ¨ F
 U :U qsup x , ¨ . The function f is said to have a lower con¨exificatorx g ­ f  x .
y  . y  . q .­ f x , at x if ­ f x is closed and for each ¨ g R we have f x, ¨ G
 U : U  .U yinf x , ¨ . The function f is said to have a con¨exificator, ­ f x ,x g ­ f  x .
U  .at x if it is both an upper and lower convexificator of f at x. ­ f x is a
 .minimal con¨exificator of f at x if there exists no other closed set C x
 . U  .  . U  .  .such that C x ; ­ f x , C x / ­ f x , and C x is a convexificator of f
w xat x 10 .
U  .In terms of the classical Dini derivatives, ­ f x is the Jeyakumar
convexification of f at x if and only if
f x F sup xU , fy x G inf xU , 1 .  .  .q U UU U  .x g­ f x .x g­ f x
fq x G inf xU , f x F sup xU . 2 .  .  .yU U U U .x g­ f x  .x g­ f x
U  . U  .Obviously one can always choose ­ f x s R. A convexificator, ­ f x , of
f yields both an upper convex approximation and a lower concave approxi-
mation of f at x. The interesting thing is to find the minimal convexifica-
tors. The Dini subdifferential of f at x is defined by
U < y U­ f x [ x f x F x F f x . 3 4 .  .  .  .y q
The set of points at which f has a non-unique Dini subgradient is always
w x  .  < 5 5 4countable 1, p. 63 . Let U x [ z x y z - d . When f is continuous at
x the Ioffe]Mordukho¨ ich]Kruger approximate subdifferential and singular
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subdifferential are defined by
­ f x [ ­ f z s lim sup ­ f z , 4 .  .  .  .F Da y y
zªxd)0  .zgU x
` <­ f x [ lim t j j g ­ f x , x ª x , t x0 . 5 4 .  .  .a i i i y i i i
The Clarke subdifferential can be characterized in terms of the approximate
`w x  .   .  ..subdifferential 8 : ­ f x s co ­ f x q ­ f x where co stands for thec a a
closed convex hull.
2. LEMMAS
LEMMA 1. The functions of nonmonotonic type form a dense subset,
denoted by S , of type G in C.1 d
LEMMA 2. The nonangular functions form a dense set, denoted by S , of2
type G in C.d
wSince the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 may be found in 1, pp.
x212]213 we omit them. If f g S l S then f is nowhere differentiable.1 2
 .  . U  . y . UAssume ­ f x / B at x g 0, 1 . If x g ­ f x then f x F x Fy y
 .  . y .f x . Since f is nonangular at x, so we have f x F f x . This meansq q
 .  U < U y .  .4­ f x ' x x s f x s f x . Hence every f g S l S is nowherey q 1 2
 .  .differentiable and ­ f x is either singleton or empty at x g 0, 1 .y
LEMMA 3. There is a residual subset S ; C such that for e¨ery f g S we3 3
 . q . y .  .  .ha¨e at almost all x g 0, 1 , f x s f x s q` and f x s f x sq y
y`,
w xProof. See 7, p. 543 .
w xLEMMA 4. If f is continuous and nowhere monotone in 0, 1 then the set
 .of points at which f attains local minima is dense in 0, 1 .
 . w xProof. Take an arbitrary x g 0, 1 and h ) 0 such that x y h, x q h
 .  .; 0, 1 . We will show that f has a local minimum in x y h, x q h . Since
w xf is nowhere monotone in x, x q h , it cannot be nonincreasing in
w x w xx, x q h , and so there exist points c, d g x, x q h such that c - d and
 .  .  .  . w xf c - f d . There exists d ) 0 such that f t ) f c on d y d , d and
w x X Xd y d ) c. On x y h, x the same arguments show that there exist c ) d
X X w x  X.  X . Xwith c , d g x y h, x such that f c - f d . There exists d ) 0 such
 .  . w X X X x X X Xthat f t ) f c9 on d , d q d and d q d - c . This implies that the
w X x  X X .  .minimum of f on d , d is attained in d q d , d y d ; x y h, x q h .
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LEMMA 5. Let f g C be nowhere monotone of the second species. Then
  . <  .4  .for e¨ery r g R the set D [ x g 0, 1 r g ­ f x is dense in 0, 1 . If f isr y
also nonangular then f is Dini subdifferentiable at a c-dense set of points i.e.,
w x.its cardinality is that of the continuum in each subinter¨ al of 0, 1 .
Proof. Since f is nowhere monotone of the second species, for every
w x  .  .r g R, the function g : 0, 1 ¬ R defined by g x [ f x y r ? x is contin-
uous and nowhere monotone and so by Lemma 4 has minima at a set Sr
 .  . y .being everywhere dense in 0, 1 . At x g S we have g x G 0 G g x ,r q
y .  .  .i.e., f x F r F f x . This shows S ; D . If f is nonangular in 0, 1 weq r r
 . y . y .  .  .  4have f x F f x . Thus f x s r s f x and ­ f x s r at x g S .q q y r
w xFixing an arbitrary nondegenerate subinterval I ; 0, 1 , for every r g R
we have S l I / B because S is dense. The c-dense result follows fromr r
the observation that S l S s B if r / r .r r 1 21 2
LEMMA 6. Let f be a continuous nowhere monotone function of the
w xsecond species in 0, 1 . Then the set
< q yx g 0, 1 f x s f x s y`, f x s f x s q` , 4 .  .  .  .  .q y
 .is residual in 0, 1 .
w xProof. See Theorem 5 in 6 .
3. MAIN RESULT
For every f g C we define
E f [ x : fq x s fy x s q`, f x s f x s y` . 4 .  .  .  .  .y q
 .In classical analysis every x g E f is called a bilateral knot pointof f. Our
main result is:
THEOREM 1. There exists a residual set of functions f g C for each of
which
 .  .  .   ..1 the set E f is residual in 0, 1 and m E f s 1;
 .  .2 if x g E f , e¨ery closed set in R, including the empty set, may be
U  .chosen as ­ f x ;
 .  .  .3 for e¨ery x g E f the Dini subdifferential ­ f x s B;y
 . w x  .  .4 for e¨ery x g 0, 1 we ha¨e ­ f x s ­ f x s R.a c
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Proof. Let C [ S l S l S . Then C is residual in C.0 1 2 3 0
 .1 If f g C then f is nowhere differentiable, hence nowhere0
 .monotone of the second species. Lemma 6 implies E f is a residual set
  ..and Lemma 3 implies m E f s 1.
 .  .  .  .2 This follows from Eq. 1 , Eq. 2 , and the fact that f x sq
 . q . y .  .f x s y` and f x s f x s q` if x g E f .y
 .  .  .  .3 This follows from Eq. 3 and that f x s y` if x g E f .q
 .  .4 By Lemma 5 for every r g R the set D is dense in 0, 1 . By Eq.r
 .  .  .4 we have r g ­ f x . Since r is arbitrary, this means R ; ­ f x ;a a
 .­ f x ; R.c
 .Remark 1. 1 Katriel has shown that for every lower semicontinuous
function f defined on R the approximate subdifferential and the Clarke
w xsubdifferential agree on a G set of R 11 . Our result shows that in C thed
functions which share the same trivial Clarke subdifferential and approxi-
mate subdifferential map form a dense G subset of C. There are manyd
results on the integrability of subdifferentials of non-locally Lipschitz
w xfunctions 13, 14, 18 . Unless one assumes stringent conditions on the
function or the subdifferential map, there is thus no reason to believe that
one can recover the function from its subdifferential uniquely up to an
additive constant.
 .2 Observe that if f g C then the Dini subdifferential of f exists at0
w x  .most on the set 0, 1 R E f which is Lebegue null and first category,
therefore negligible in the sense of measure and category. Thus we have
provided a large class of functions whose approximate subdifferentials are
highly sensitive to null sets.
If f g C then f is nowhere monotone of the second species and0
nonangular. Hence, applying Lemma 5 we have:
COROLLARY 1. A typical continuous function is nowhere differentiable but
has a `` finite'' unique Dini subderi¨ ati¨ e at a c-dense set of points.
 . <  .4Let epi f [ x, a a G f x , i.e., the epigraph of f. By Proposition
w x  .   .. w  .2.9.6 of 3 if ­ f x / B then one has N x, f x s D l ­ f x ,c e p i f l) 0 c
x w `  . xy1 j ­ f x , 0 .c
COROLLARY 2. In C for a typical function f the Clarke tangent cone and
  ..  . < 4   ..normal cone are T x, f x [ 0, y y G 0 and N x, f x se p i f e p i f
 . < 4 w xt, y t g R, y F 0 for each x g 0, 1 . Moreo¨er, the Mordukho¨ ich]
Ioffe]Kruger normal cone is the same as the Clarke normal cone.
Since in C there exist continuous functions of bounded variation which
 w x.are nowhere monotone of the second species see Corollary 3 of 6 ,
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Lemma 5 implies:
COROLLARY 3. There exist continuous functions of bounded ¨ariation
f g C with
w x­ f x s ­ f x s R for each x g 0, 1 . .  .a c
DEFINITION 5. A number ¨ is called a proximal subgradient of f : R ¬ R
 .at x, indicated notationally by ¨ g ­ f x , if there exists r ) 0 and d ) 0p
such that
1 2< < < <f y G f x q ¨ y y x y r y y x when y y x F d . 6 .  .  .  .2
 .  .Clearly ­ f x : ­ f x . In order to study the integration of a proximalp y
subdifferential, Poliquin has introduced a class of primal lower-nice func-
tions. Each primal lower-nice function can be uniquely determined, up to a
constant, by its proximal subdifferential. If f is primal lower-nice at x,
 .  . w x  .then ­ f x s ­ f x 13 . If f g C we see that ­ f x is either empty orp c 0 p
 .a singleton, whereas ­ f x ' R, thus each function f g C is not primalc 0
 .lower-nice at any x g 0, 1 .
 .COROLLARY 4. A typical f g C is not primal lower-nice at any x g 0, 1 .
DEFINITION 6. A lower semicontinuous function f is subdifferentially
  ..   ..   ..regular at x if T x, f x s K x, f x , where T x, f x ande p i f e p i f e p i f
  ..K x, f x are the Clarke tangent cone and contingent cone of epi f ate p i f
  .. w xx, f x 3, 15 .
 .If ­ f x / B then f is subdifferentially regular at x if and only ifc
 .  . w x  .  .­ f x s ­ f x 15, p. 37 . If f g C and x g 0, 1 then ­ f x is eithery c 0 y
 .singleton or empty, whereas ­ f x s R. This means f is not Clarkec
regular at x, so each f g C is not subdifferentially regular at each point0
 .in 0, 1 . Mordukhovich and Ioffe define f to be subdifferentially regular at
 .  . w x  .  .x if ­ f x s ­ f x 9, 12 . But ­ f x s ­ f x s R if f g C , so f isa y a c 0
not approximately regular as well.
 .COROLLARY 5. A typical f g C is nowhere regular on 0, 1 . This is
equi¨ alent to
<f g C T x , f x s K x , f x for some x g 0, 1 , .  .  . .  . 4e p i f e p i f
is a first category set in C.
Corollary 5, in some sense, greatly extends a result by Sciffer who
w xconstructed a nowhere regular Lipschitz function 17 . The advantage here
is that we have shown most functions in C are not subdifferentally regular
 .everywhere in 0, 1 .
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X  .LEMMA 7. Let f be lower semicontinuous at x. Assume f x s q` andq
X  .  .f x s y`. Then ­ f x s R.y p
Proof. Pick any r g R. By assumption, for a sufficiently small d ) 0 we
have
f y y f x r y y x G r if 0 - y y x - d , .  .  . .
f y y f x r y y x F r if yd - y y x - 0. .  .  . .
 .  .  . < <  .Therefore f y y f x G r y y x if y y x - d . Equation 6 is satisfied
 .and so r g ­ f x .p
We end with a concrete example:
 .EXAMPLE 1. 1 The nowhere differentiable Weierstrass function
w x  . q` n  n .W : 0, 1 ¬ R is defined by W x [  a cos b p x where 0 - a - 1, bns0
is an odd positive integer, and ab ) 1 q 3pr2. Set
< q yE W [ x W x s W x s q`, W x s W x s y` , 4 .  .  .  .  .q y
< X XE [ x W x s q`, W x s y` , 4 .  .c1 q y
< X XE [ x W x s y`, W x s q` , 4 .  .c2 q y
< X yE [ x W x s q`, W x s q`, W x s y` , 4 .  .  .1 q y
< X yE [ x W x s y`, W x s q`, W x s y` , 4 .  .  .2 q y
< X qE [ x W x s q`, W x s q`, W x s y` , 4 .  .  .3 y q
< X qE [ x W x s y`, W x s q`, W x s y` . 4 .  .  .4 y q
For every r g R, we define
< q yE [ x W x s r , W x s y`, W x s q`, W x s y` , 4 .  .  .  .1 r q y
< q yE [ x W x s q`, W x s r , W x s q`, W x s y` , 4 .  .  .  .2 r q y
< q yE [ x W x s q`, W x s y`, W x s r , W x s y` , 4 .  .  .  .3 r q y
< q yE [ x W x s q`, W x s y`, W x s q`, W x s r . 4 .  .  .  .4 r q y
w x  .  .  .In 5 Garg has shown that the sets E W , E i s 1, 2 , E i s 1 to 4 ,ci i
 .  .and E i s 1 to 4, r g R cover all the points of 0, 1 , and that the pointsi r
of these sets are distributed in the interval in the following manner:
 .  .  .   ..i E W is residual in 0, 1 with m E W s 1.
 .  .ii E i s 1, 2 are both enumerable and everywhere dense inci
 .0, 1 .
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 .  .  .iii Each of the sets E i s 1 to 4 and E i s 1 to 4, r g R is ofi i r
the first category with measure equal to zero and has the power of the
 .continuum in every subinterval of 0, 1 .
 .  .  .Equation 3 and Lemma 7 show that ­ W x s R s ­ W x if x g Ey p c1
 .  .  .and ­ W x s B s ­ W x if x g 0, 1 R E . In the same way we cany p c1
 . .  . .analyze yW and see that ­ yW x s R s ­ yW x is x g E andy p c2
 . .  . .  .­ yW x s B s ­ yW x if x g 0, 1 R E . This means both Wy p c2
 .and yW are only countably Dini or proximally subdifferentiable on 0, 1 .
Let a stand for the Dini or proximal subdifferential. Then
< <x ­ W x / B l x ­ yW x / B s E l E s B. 4  4 .  .  .a a c1 c2
 .  .  .  . .Now Eq. 4 shows ­ W x s R s ­ W x and ­ yW x s R sa c a
 . . w x­ yW x for every x g 0, 1 . Thus W is only subdifferentiably regularc
on E and yW is only subdifferentiably regular on E and nowhere else.c1 c2
 .  4If the infinity is allowed in the Dini subdifferential then ­ W x s q`y
 .  4  .if x g E , and ­ W x s y` if x g E . As indicated in iii both E and1 y 4 1
 .E are c-dense in 0, 1 . Observe that for every k ) 0 we have4
­ kW x s ­ W x s R if x g E , .  .  .a a c1
­ kW x s ­ W x s B if x g 0, 1 R E , .  .  .  .a a c1
­ ykW x s ­ yW s R if x g E , .  .  .a a c2
­ ykW x s ­ yW s B if x g 0, 1 R E . .  .  .  .a a c2
 .But kW y W s k y 1 W is not constant if k / 1. This answers negatively
the following question:
Let f and g both be continuous on 0, 1 . Assume ­ f x s ­ g x and .  .  .a a
­ yf x s ­ yg x for e¨ery x g 0, 1 . Is f y g constant on 0, 1 ? .  .  .  .  .  .a a
Let ­ UW denote the minimal convexificator map of W.m
 .  .i If x g E W then every closed set, including the empty set, may
U  . U  .be chosen as ­ W x , thus ­ W x s B.m
 .ii If x g E j E then every nonempty closed set, unboundedc1 c2
 .from above and below, may be chosen as ­ *W x , thus there is no minimal
convexificator.
 .iii If x g E j E then every non-empty closed set unbounded1 3
U  .above may be chosen as ­ W x , so there is no minimal convexificator. If
x g E j E then every non-empty closed set unbounded below may be2 4
U  .chosen as ­ W x , so there is no minimal convexificator.
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 .iv Fix r g R. If x g E j E then every closed non-empty set with1 r 3 r
U  . U  .  4infimum less than or equal to r may be chosen as ­ W x , so ­ W x s rÃm
as long as r F r ; if x g E j E then every non-empty closed set withÃ 2 r 4 r
U  .supremum greater than or equal to r may be chosen as ­ W x , so
U  .  4­ W x s r as long as r G r.Ä Äm
 .Observe that the minimal convexificator on E i s 1 to 4, r g R is noti r
unique.
 .  . < < < <2 Let f be the function on R defined by f x [ x if x F 2 and
 .  .f x q 4 p s f x if x g R and p g Z. f is in fact the distance function
 .  .  < 4  . yn  n .f x s dist x, A where A [ 4m m g Z . Setting f x [ 4 f 4 x ,n
 . `  .the ¨an derWaerden function is defined by f x [  f x , and f isns1 n
w xcontinuous and nowhere differentiable 16, pp. 174]175 , hence nowhere
 .  .monotone of the second species. Therefore ­ f x s ­ f x s R for everya c
x g R.
 .3 Choosing any nondifferentiable continuous function f : R ¬ R
 .  .  .  .  .  .we define F x, y [ f x q f y . Then ­ F x, y s ­ f x = ­ f y . Sincea a a
 .  . 2  .­ f x s R for every x g R, we have ­ F x, y s R s ­ F x, y fora a c
2 .every x, y g R .
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